
Description of a Mini-COOL
Multiple faces of hybridisation

Rubric Text Comments /
questions / remarks

…
Title / Name Multiple facets of hybridisation

Short Description
Interview with Andrea Ascari, conducted on 25
May 2023.

Support / format
Link

-MP4 based on recorded audio interview
-Link (P3T Youtube channel):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ClqaJfIuSo&t
=
- Audio in French, subtitles available in both French
and English

Tags / Keywords Hybridisation, third places, inclusion, Digital,
Physical, multidimensional

Learning
outcomes /
audience

- Learning outcomes: Learn what can "digital" bring
to places of third type. Learning how to develop
and sustain a place-3T through hybridisation
- Audience: Third places actors

Links with the
development of
the Place-3T

Suggestion of
situations where
it could be of
value

Providing reference points, tips and tricks for
developing and sustaining 3T places through
hybridisation.

Longer
description

Links with
existing supports
/ contents

To decode hybridization of third places, this
mini-COOL focuses on multiple facets of
hybridization.
It is based on the interview with Andrea Ascari,
conducted on 25 May 2023.
Hybridization can be seen as a mixture of different
dimensions. It can be seen not only as hybridization
between the digital and the physical world, but it

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ClqaJfIuSo&t=
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ClqaJfIuSo&t=


Links with
experience

etc.

also has a professional dimension and skills. Also,
there is a hybridization of the spaces themselves.
We work a lot in networks and therefore we mix
different spaces and different activities which can
be social, entrepreneurial, projects, prevention
activities... And, for me, there is also the
hybridization of purposes: social purposes,
entrepreneurial goals, environmental goals... And
therefore, we cannot think of hybridization
between two subjects, but multifactorial,
multi-dimensional hybridization.
Third places are a hybridization between the social
dimension and the entrepreneurial dimension.
Third places are also places where skills meet,
not prejudices. And so, I believe that creating
places to meet skills, and not prejudices, is really
important to create a truly inclusive system. Third
places are also neutral places that are constructed
and represented according to the actors and the
opportunities. Places are also places for young
people.
Andrea Ascari also mentions interesting examples
of hybridization of the spaces on which he has
worked.
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